Abstract

This specification defines an optimal format for pregenerated Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) response database, that can be generated by a keyed OCSP responder and used by a keyless OCSP responder to serve OCSP queries.
1. Introduction

The Online Certificate Status Protocol [2] specifies a mechanism used to determine the status of digital certificates, without requiring CRLs. Since its definition in 1999, it has been deployed in a variety of environments and has proven to be a useful certificate status checking mechanism.

In addition, OCSP has been deployed in caching mode in large sized PKIs to address scalability issues. In such an architecture, a small number of keyed servers continually pregenerate large databases of OCSP responses. These OCSP response databases are then transported and used by a larger number of keyless responders to serve OCSP requests.

Due to lack of a common OCSP response database format specification, signing servers that presigned OCSP responses cannot interoperate with caching servers that make use of presigned OCSP responses, unless they agree on a proprietary format.

This specification defines a format for pregenerated OCSP response databases, that can be generated by a signing server and used by a caching server.

Since the count of pregenerated OCSP responses for a CA may run into millions, a goal for this format is to be efficient in terms of space requirements.

1.1  Definitional Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [1].

1.2  General Terminology

It is hoped that the implementers of this specification will adopt the following terminology in describing offerings to potential users or customers.

OCSP Responder  A server that provides OCSP responses in reply to OCSP queries. An OCSP responder can be keyless or keyed. A keyless server provides cached responses. A keyed responder provides freshly signed responses.
Signing Server
A keyed OCSP responder. It can provide live signed responses and can also create a database of signed OCSP responses.

Caching Server
A keyless OCSP responder. It provides OCSP responses signed by a keyed responder. It can either provide a response by a lookup in a database or by relaying the request to a signing server.

OCSP Database
A normalized representation of a collection of OCSP responses.
2. OCSP Database structure

The OCSP database structure is an optimal representation of a
database of basic OCSP responses. It contains a template OCSP
response that contains the common fields of all OCSP responses in the
database. The fields that differ are represented by
basicResponseInfoList.

Responders pregenerating OCSP databases MUST generate one OCSP
database per Certificate Authority (CA). An OCSP database must NOT
contain responses for certificates issued by multiple CAs.

The OCSP database MUST have the following syntax:

OCSPDatabase ::= SEQUENCE {
  templateOCSPResponse     BasicOCSPResponse,
  basicResponseInfoList    SEQUENCE OF BasicOCSPResponseInfo
}

The fields in the OCSPDatabase structure are defined in the following
sections.

2.1 templateResponse

The templateResponse item specifies the common elements in all basic
OCSP responses in the database. The definition of BasicOCSPResponse
is imported from [2].

2.1.1 responseExtensions

Responders compliant to this specification MUST not include the nonce
extension.

2.1.2 thisUpdate, nextUpdate and producedAt

When pre-producing OCSPResponse messages, the responder MUST set the
thisUpdate, nextUpdate and producedAt times as follows:

thisUpdate:          The time at which the status being indicated is
                    known to be correct.
nextUpdate:         The time at or before which newer information
                    will be available about the status of the
certificate. Responders MUST always include this
                    value.
producedAt:         The time at which the OCSP response is signed.
The basicResponseInfoList defines the list of BasicOCSPResponseInfo object. The basicResponseInfoList contains one BasicOCSPResponseInfo item for every BasicOCSPResponse contained in the database. BasicOCSPResponseInfo object combined with the CommonOCSPData creates a complete basic OCSP Response.

The basicResponseInfoList uses the BasicOCSPResponseInfo type, which has the following syntax:

\[
\text{OcspBasicResponseInfo ::= SEQUENCE }
\begin{array}{l}
\text{serialStatusList } \text{SEQUENCE OF SerialStatus,}
\text{signature } \text{BIT STRING}
\end{array}
\]

The basicResponseInfoList must be sorted in ascending order based on the serialNumber of the first SerialStatus item in serialStatusList.

The fields in BasicOCSPResponseInfo structure are defined in the following sections.

2.2.1 serialStatusList

serialStatusList uses the SerialStatus type, which has the following syntax:

\[
\text{SerialStatus ::= SEQUENCE }
\begin{array}{l}
\text{serialNumber } \text{CertificateSerialNumber,}
\text{certStatus } \text{CertStatus}
\end{array}
\]

The serialStatusList contains one SerialStatus item for every SingleResponse contained in the BasicOCSPResponse.

The responder sets the fields in SerialStatus as follows:

- serialNumber: This is set to the value of SingleResponse.certID.serialNumber. The definition of SingleResponse is imported from [2].
- certStatus: The value of certStatus is set to the value of SingleResponse.certStatus.

The SerialStatus structures contained in the serialStatusList MUST be
sorted in ascending order of serialNumber value.

2.2.2 signature

The value of signature is set to the value of signature item from the BasicOCSPResponse represented by this BasicOCSPResponseInfo structure.
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